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TEMPO MANUFACTURING CLOUD

Get medicine to patients faster
Apprentice provides one platform to turn molecules into medicine. 

Our Tempo Manufacturing Cloud lets you scale up and out with 
unprecedented speed and accuracy. From preclinical benchtop to 
large-scale commercial manufacturing, Tempo keeps your global 
teams connected, empowered, and in sync.

Scale Up

Expedite the production 
lifecycle with one system 
that scales from benchtop to 
commercial.

We’re your partner in making medicine
Despite incredible therapeutic innovations, the 
process for manufacturing these life-changing drugs 
is still stuck in the past. Legacy paper-based systems 
won’t hold up to the demands of new therapies or the 
pressures of new production methods.

Apprentice is a trusted partner to bring your 
operations up to speed with the transformative power 
of technology.

Built for a modern way of working
Tempo modernizes your facilities and empowers your teams with Pharma 4.0 
principles. Global production teams can operate in real time from a single 
shared system that combines manufacturing and lab execution systems with 
built-in collaboration.

Operators and scientists now have the power and precision to execute better 
with AR, AI, and voice recognition in a full suite of wearable, mobile, and 
desktop devices.

Transition to modern manufacturing with a platform designed exclusively for 
pharma.

$142M
Venture funding

12x
Revenue growth

370M
COVID vaccine 
doses supported

3 Weeks
From kickoff to 
fi rst batch run

12 Days
To produce a 
clinical batch

18 Sites
Deployed on 
average

Changing the tempo for pharma leaders
We’re proud to partner with 15 of the top 20 US 
pharmaceutical companies.

“Apprentice’s ease of implementation enables us to 
consistently and reliably deliver compliant data to our 
customers without interruption so they can get cures to 
their patients faster.”

Beckinam Nowatzke
Sr. Director Quality and Regulatory at Synthego

Scale Out

Orchestrate global teams and 
sites to operate as one with 
a single shared production 
system.

Cloud-based infrastructure

No-code integrations

Mobile and wearable devices

Hands-free, voice navigation

Intuitive and easy user interface
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Tempo Manufacturing Cloud
One platform to turn molecules 
into medicine

Tempo is our intelligent, all-in-one 
manufacturing solution for life sciences.

Flexible yet powerful features let Tempo 
adapt from preclinical experimentation 
to commercial standardization. Integrated 
mobile and wearable devices empower 
your operators to execute better and 
faster at every stage.

Let us set a new tempo for your facilities. 
See how fast you can go with a modern 
platform built for scale.

Devices
Designed for wherever operators 
work — the lab, suite, and desk — 
and across multiple devices.

Packages
We provide packages for every team 
at every stage of drug development, 
all based on one unifi ed platform.

Cloud Platform
The power and security you need to 
make high-quality, regulatory compliant 
therapeutics at scale.

Web

Access via browser 
on laptop or desktop; 
no software needed.

Mobile

Our app for tablets 
is made to move 
with you.

Headset

Go completely hands 
free with voice-
enabled headsets.

Laboratory 
Execution System

Manage samples 
and execute test 
methods with an 
easy-to-use 
UI that empowers 
your scientists.

Manufacturing 
Execution System

Plan your resources, 
author procedures, 
and execute batches 
seamlessly across 
your global teams 
and sites.

Augmented 
Work Instructions

Digitize your 
operations, build 
procedures, and 
handle exceptions 
with work instructions 
designed for the life 
sciences.

No-Code 
Integrations

Connect systems 
and equipment with 
point-and-click 
connectors.

User-Friendly 
UI and UX

Built to be intuitive;  
specifi cally 
designed  for use 
without code.

Secure and 
Compliant

Meets stringent 
cybersecurity 
and regulatory 
standards.


